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Size-inclusive and sustainably made clothing line, Poppy Row, 
launches Kickstarter to jumpstart sales

Los Angeles, CA — January 30th, 2018 — Los Angeles celebrity stylist turned fashion 
designer, Crystal Cave, launches a Kickstarter campaign for new size-inclusive clothing 
line, Poppy Row, to jumpstart sales for the first round of production to take place this 
Spring.

Poppy Row is a modular clothing line of luxury basics that are size-inclusive, ranging 
from  sizes  2-28,  and  sustainably  made  in  the  United  States  using  one  of  the  most 
environmentally friendly fabrics, Tencel.  The fabric is regenerated from wood cellulose 
and is similar in hand to rayon and bamboo.  It is economical in its use of energy and 
natural resources and is fully biodegradable.

Crystal  explains  that  making  a  pledge  to  the  Poppy  Row  Kickstarter  is  more  than 
purchasing a  preorder,  it  is  buying into  a  movement  that  is  changing how women 
interact  with  fashion.   It  is  standing  up  and  providing  women  of  all  sizes  the 
opportunity to feel included when shopping stylish pieces to enhance their wardrobe.

“Poppy Row stands for equality and believes in inclusivity. When you make a pledge to 
the Kickstarter you are supporting a movement.  More than the silhouettes that launch 
this  Spring,  you  are  pledging  to  a  bigger  mission.  You  are  connecting  with  and 
empowering women of all sizes across the globe who are making a stand too,” says 
Crystal.

The opportunity to make a pledge to the Poppy Row mission and become a Founding 
Poppy or Seeds Of Change Partner, or to place a preorder, you can visit the Kickstarter 
directly at  www.bit.ly/PoppyRow.

About Poppy Row: Poppy Row is a modular clothing line of luxury basics that are size-
inclusive and sustainably made in the USA.
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